Abstract. In a perfectly periodic schedule, each job must be scheduled precisely every some fixed number of time units after its previous occurrence. Traditionally, motivated by centralized systems, the perfect periodicity requirement is relaxed, the main goal being to attain the requested average rate. Recently, motivated by mobile clients with limited power supply, perfect periodicity seems to be an attractive alternative that allows clients to save energy by reducing their "busy waiting" time. In this case, clients may be willing to compromise their requested service rate in order to get perfect periodicity. In this paper we study a general model of perfectly periodic schedules, where each job has a requested period and a length; we assume that m jobs can be served in parallel for some given m. Job lengths may not be truncated, but granted periods may be different than the requested periods. We present an algorithm which computes schedules such that the worst-case proportion between the requested period and the granted period is guaranteed to be close to the lower bound. This algorithm improves on previous algorithms for perfect schedules in providing a worst-case guarantee rather than an average-case guarantee, in generalizing unit length jobs to arbitrary length jobs, and in generalizing the single-server model to multiple servers.
Fairness. Another, perhaps more abstract, motivation for perfect periodicity is that in time-sharing systems, one of the main objectives of schedules is fairness: intuitively, fairness means that the number of time slots client i waits should always be proportional to its average period. A social example of the fairness requirement is the classical chairperson assignment problem [20] , which can be illustrated with the following example. A union of several states changes its chairperson every year. The schedule should be fair: each state gets its share of chairing the union according to its size, say. However, the schedule should also attain this fairness quickly: no state would agree to wait hundreds of years to get its first term of chairing the union.
What constitutes a good solution? Several fairness criteria have been suggested. For example, in some network models, each client i has two parameters (w i , r i ), and the requirement is that in any time window of length T ≥ w i , client i gets at least r i T time slots [10] . A stricter requirement is the prefix criterion, where the requirement is that in any prefix of T slots, each client i gets either α i T or α i T slots, where α i is the share allocated to client i [19] . Since the number of slots is integral, this seems to be the best possible solution. Indeed, there exists a schedule that meets the prefix fairness requirement [20] . Still, the gap between two occurrences of the same client could be as large as twice its average gap. While this may be acceptable for some periodic tasks, such variability in the periodicity does not reduce the busy waiting time, thus defeating the goal of power saving in the wireless communication scenario described above.
Our results. In a sense, the goal of this work is to determine the limits of perfect periodicity. Specifically, we study perfectly periodic scheduling under the worst-case approximation measure. We assume that each job i has a requested period τ i and a length b i , and the requirement is that the schedule must allocate b i time units for each occurrence of that job in a perfectly periodic fashion. The quality of the schedule is the maximum, over all jobs, of the period of the job in the schedule divided by its requested period. We start by showing that the multiple-length case is inherently different from the unit-length case (where b i = 1 for all i). We prove that, in contrast to the unit-length model, even if all lengths and periods are powers of 2, there may be no perfect schedule that satisfies the requests without changing the periods. It turns out that the ratio between the largest job length and the shortest job period is a key quantity. Formally, we define the extent of a given set of requests J to be R J def = max {b i | i ∈ J }/min {τ i | i ∈ J }. Our lower bound shows that in some cases the best possible average ratio-and hence, the maximum ratio-of the granted period to the requested periods cannot be better than essentially 1 + R J . We then proceed to develop algorithms with bounded approximation ratios, also expressed in terms of R J . Specifically, we first describe an algorithm called s&b that guarantees an approximation factor of 1 + R J , assuming that the ratio between any two periods is a power of 2. Algorithm s&b is a technique that carefully "smears" the jobs as evenly as possible on the time axis; analysis yields the stated approximation ratio. We then describe an additional technique that can be applied to sets of schedules produced by Algorithm s&b: intuitively, this is a technique that combines schedules by interleaving, but still allows us to bound the approximation ratio in the combined schedule. Finally, in Section 6, we specify and analyze our general algorithm, which uses techniques developed in previous sections to guarantee an approximation factor of 1 + O(R extends to the multiple server model, where m jobs can be served in parallel for some given parameter m. Our algorithms also guarantee that no period is reduced too greatly. We prove that the approximation factor of any job is never smaller than 1 − O(R 1/3 J ). Related work. Most previous work has concentrated on the weaker approximation measure of the average ratio between the granted periods and the requested periods. In the average ratio the weight of each job is its bandwidth request, defined to be its length divided by its requested period. The work most relevant to the current results is [5] , where it is proved that if all jobs have a unit length, then there exist schedules that guarantee that the average approximation ratio is 1 + O(R 1/3 J ). These schedules use a hierarchical round-robin method called tree scheduling [4] , [12] . The upper bounds in the current paper improve on the algorithm in [5] by bounding the worst-case ratio (rather than the average ratio), by allowing multiple lengths, and by considering multiple servers. The techniques we use here are not dependent upon [5] (the constant factors hiding in the asymptotic notation are actually smaller here).
Early work on perfectly periodic schedules was motivated by teletext systems. In [2] Ammar and Wong show that the optimal schedule for this problem is cyclic and give nearly optimal algorithms for the problem. The schedules they produce have an approximation factor of 2. Jones et al. [15] propose a scheduling algorithm for operating systems that can be shown to be perfectly periodic, and their approximation factor is 2 for general instances. Another variant of periodic scheduling is the maintenance problem [3] , [21] . In [3] Anily et al. give an optimal solution for the case where there are only two jobs and give an approximation factor of 2 for the general case.
Minimizing the expected waiting time for broadcast disks has received much attention. This problem is equivalent to minimizing the average approximation ratio without the perfect periodicity requirement. For this setting, Bar-Noy et al. [6] give an approximation ratio of 9 8 . In their algorithm the gaps between consecutive occurrences of the same client can assume any of three distinct values (perfect periodicity means that exactly one value is allowed). In [18] Khanna and Zhou distinguish between waiting time, defined to be the total time until the client gets its requested item, and tuning time, defined to be the time the client is active while waiting (busy waiting). Using perfect schedules and an indexing scheme, they give a 1.5 + ε approximation to the average waiting time with a tuning time of O(log n). In [17] Kenyon et al. give a polynomial-time approximation scheme to the broadcast disk problem. The schedules they produce may not be periodic. All the broadcast disk results above assume all jobs have unit length; Kenyon and Schabanel [16] study multiple lengths and prove an approximation ratio of 3 for the average waiting time.
Non-perfect periodic scheduling with approximation ratio 1 is a classical issue in scheduling theory [19] , [21] , [8] . For example, Liu and Layland [19] define periodic scheduling to be one where a job with period τ is scheduled exactly once in each time interval of the form [(k − 1)τ, kτ − 1] for any integer k. Baruah et al. [7] adopt Liu and Layland's definition for periodic scheduling, but they try to minimize jitter, which is a measure that quantifies the deviation from perfect scheduling.
Paper organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formalize the model and introduce notation. In Section 3 we prove a lower bound on the approximation ratio. In Section 4 we present Algorithm s&b, which works if the ratio between any two periods is a power of 2. In Section 5 we present Algorithms split and splice, which can be applied to schedules produced by Algorithm s&b. Our main algorithm, called perfPeriodic, uses Algorithms s&b, split, and splice as subroutines. It is presented in Section 6, along with its extension to the multiple server case, called perfPeriodicM. Conclusions are presented in Section 7.
Problem Statement and Notation.
We use many quantities in our study. To aid the reader, we have summarized most of the notation used in this work in Figure 1 .
Instances. An instance is a set of n jobs
, where b i is the size or length of j i , and τ i is the requested period of j i . We sometimes also refer to jobs as clients. The maximal length of a job in an instance J is denoted by B J def = max{b i | j i ∈ J }. The maximal and minimal values of the requested periods in an instance J are denoted by
The ratio between B J and t J is called the extent of J , formally defined by R J def = B J /t J . For the single-server model, we assume that R J ≤ 1 (otherwise, no schedule can satisfy the requests of J ). We usually omit the J subscript when it is clear from the context.
The requested bandwidth of a job j i is defined by • J : an instance of the problem.
• n: number of jobs (clients) in an instance.
• m: number of servers.
• j i : the ith job in an instance.
• b i : length (size) of j i .
• τ i : requested period of j i .
•
• t J def = min{τ i | j i ∈ J }: minimal requested period in instance J .
• R J def = B J /t J : extent of instance J .
• β i def = b i /τ i : requested bandwidth of j i .
• β J def = j i ∈J β i : total requested bandwidth in instance J .
• J def = m − β J : free (unrequested) bandwidth of instance J .
Schedules:
• S: a schedule.
• τ S i : granted period of j i in schedule S.
MAX measure of instance J and schedule S. Performance measure. Given an instance J with schedule S, we define the individual ratio of a job j i in S to be ρ i def = τ S i /τ i . In this paper we evaluate the quality of S with respect to J using the worst-case individual ratio. Formally,
Slotted and unslotted models. The model presented above is for unslotted schedules, where the job lengths, period, and start times may be any positive real numbers. In slotted schedules all jobs have positive integer lengths, and all jobs start at integer times (and thus have integer periods). All algorithms presented in this paper have both slotted and unslotted versions.
A Lower
Bound on the Approximation Factor. We start with a simple result that shows that in some cases it is impossible to find a schedule where the ratio between the requested periods and the granted ones is less than 1 + R − O(1/t), where R is the extent of the instance. This result holds for any given values of B (the maximal job length) and t (the shortest requested period), provided they are larger than 1. In particular, it holds even in the special case where all job lengths and requested periods are powers of 2. This should be contrasted with a unit-length model (where the length of all jobs is one unit), in which it is trivial to (optimally) schedule a set of jobs if all requested periods are powers of 2. The schedule used in the proof is meaningless in a uniform-length model. In other words, the bad example below exposes an inherent discrepancy between the uniform-length and the multiple-length models.
To strengthen the negative result, rather than considering the worst-case ratio, we first prove the lower bound on the weaker measure of average ratio, defined by
Obviously, for any instance J and schedule S, we have 
PROOF. Define an instance J with t − 1 "short" jobs and one "long" job as follows: the short jobs have b i = 1 and τ i = t for i = of job j i under S. Then, by definition and the construction above, and since β J = 1, we have
We now bound the latter sum. Consider a time t in which the long job j t starts, and consider, for any other job j i , the time interval between two consecutive occurrences of j i which contains t. This interval has length τ S i by definition. Partition it into three parts (see Figure 2 ): the start of j i until t; t until the start of the job following j t ; and the start of the job following j t until the start of j i . Denote the lengths of these subintervals by t i,1 , t i,2 , and t i, 3 , respectively. By definition, we have τ
The key observation is that
. This is true since the short jobs j 1 , . . . , j t−1 must occupy at least t − 1 time units prior to t. Similarly,
Thus we get from (1) and (2) that
A slightly stronger bound can be proved for the worst-case ratio.
THEOREM 3.2. For any given numbers B, t ≥ 1, there exists an instance J with maximal job size B and minimal requested period t such that for all schedules S for J , we have
PROOF SKETCH. Use the same construction as above; observe that for the last distinct short job j i 0 scheduled after t, we have t i 0 ,3 ≥ t − 2. Since t i 0 ,1 ≥ 1 by definition, the result follows.
We note that the lower bounds of this section hold only for the single-server case (m = 1). We also note that it is straightforward to extend the latter bound to the case of any given total bandwidth β > 1/t, showing a lower bound of essentially β + R instead of 1 + R. We omit the (straightforward) details.
The Scale and Balance Algorithm.
In this section we present a basic technique for periodic scheduling with multiple lengths, which works when the ratio between any two requested periods is a power of 2. The algorithm works by spreading the jobs as evenly as possible; since perfect balancing is not always possible, some extra bandwidth is needed-either in the original instance or by scaling up the periods. The algorithms are presented in the unslotted model and then extended to the slotted model.
It has been recently brought to our attention that Algorithm bal (presented in Section 4.1 below) is similar to the algorithm proposed by Jones et al. in [15] . We note, however, that no mention of perfect periodicity is made in [15] , and no analysis (or formal statement) is offered there.
Algorithm bal.
We start with Algorithm bal, which works if there is sufficient free bandwidth and if the ratio between any two requested periods is a power of 2. Recall that T and t denote the longest and shortest periods in the instance, respectively. The algorithm is given a parameter t * ≤ t, such that t/t * is a power of 2. The algorithm constructs T /t * "bins," and distributes job start times in these bins in a balanced way. The balancing is done recursively, using a complete binary tree with T /t * leaves. (The parameter t * , which controls the "resolution" of the algorithm, helps to coordinate different invocations of the algorithm; the reader may find it convenient to assume t * = t for now.) More precisely, the algorithm works as follows (see pseudocode in Figure 3 and an example of an execution in Figure 4 ): We associate with each node in the tree a set of "job parts," where each job part is derived from a job in the original instance, but has its own period (which may be larger than the original period). In Step 1 we associate with the root a job part for each job in the instance, where the period of the job part is exactly the requested period. The algorithm then proceeds recursively. In Step 2 the set of job parts of a node is used to create a set of job parts for each of its children; a job part with a less than maximal period is added to both children with its period doubled, and a job part with a maximal period is added to the least loaded child.
The order in which nodes are visited does not matter, but it is crucial that within a node job parts are scanned in a particular order which we denote " ". Specifically, orders job parts by their original requested period, with ties broken by index. Formally, given job parts j i and j k whose original requested periods are τ i and τ k , respectively, we say that
Note that the order between job parts depends only on their original jobs, and not on the particular job part at hand.
Finally, in Step 3, the algorithm "pads" each leaf with idle time, to make all leaves have a length of exactly t * time units, and outputs the resulting schedule. The main properties of Algorithm bal are summarized in the following theorem. Recall that J , the free bandwidth of instance J , is defined for the single-server case by
Algorithm bal
Input: Instance J , parameter t * . Output: Schedule S. Code:
1. Create a complete binary tree of 1 + log (T /t * ) levels. For each job j i ∈ J with requested period τ i , add a job part with associated period τ i to the root. 2. Traverse the tree, starting from the root (either depth-first or breadth-first). In each visited non-leaf node v, scan all job parts of v in increasing " " order.
For each scanned job part p, let j ( p) denote the original job of p, and let τ p denote the period associated with p:
, add a job part of j ( p) with associated period T to the child of v whose current set of job parts has less total bandwidth (the bandwidth of a node is the sum, over all its job parts, of the job length divided by the period of the job part). In case of a tie, add the job part to the left child. PROOF. Given any node x, let h x denote its height (distance from the leaves), let β x denote the total bandwidth of the job parts associated with x, and define x = (t * /T )2 h x − β x . We start by proving that the algorithm is well-defined. The only problem might be in
Step 3(b), so we need to prove the following:
PROOF. First we claim that if y 1 and y 2 are children of an internal node x, then
To see that (3) is true, we assume, without loss of generality, that y 1 ≥ y 2 . By specification of Algorithm bal, β y 2 − β y 1 ≤ B/T , since the children may differ at most by the maximal bandwidth of a single job part, whose period must be T . Hence
Also, since β x = β y 1 + β y 2 , we know that
Combining (4) and (5) yields (3) . Now let be any leaf. We prove that ≥ 0. Let r denote the root of the tree. For any node x, let p (i) (x) denote the ith ancestor of x in the tree, i.e., the node at distance i from x on the path from x to r . Applying (3) i times, we get
Equation (6) holds any for i ≤ log(T /t * ). Hence, using the assumption that r ≥ R(t/t * ), and plugging i = log(T /t * ) in (6), we conclude that
Next, we prove that Algorithm bal produces perfectly periodic schedules. For any job j i and any node x in the tree that contains a part of j i , define P x (i) to be the set of job parts in x that precede the part of j i by the order. (P x (i) is uniquely defined, since a node contains at most one part of each job.) The following lemma captures the key property we need to prove perfect periodicity. PROOF. This property follows from the ordered and deterministic nature of Step 2 of Algorithm bal. Formally, we argue by induction on the distance d of x and y from the root r . The base case is d = 0, i.e., x = y = r and the result is trivial. For the inductive step, suppose d > 0 and let x and y denote the parents of x and y, respectively. The inductive hypothesis is that P x (i) = P y (i). Observe that the members of P x (i) are distributed among the children of x in exactly the same way they are distributed among the children of y , since the assignment of a job part to a child depends only on the job parts that precede it in the order. If x and y are both right children or are both left children, the result follows. Otherwise assume, without loss of generality, that x is a left-child and y is a right-child and denote y's left sibling by y * . Then there is a job part of j i in y * (since the dispatch scheme in x , y is identical when j i is scheduled); and, furthermore, P x (i) = P y * (i) by the same argument we used for the case when both are left children. Since job parts of j i are scheduled in both children of y , then τ p < T for all jobs in P y (i) and therefore P y (i) = P y * (i), and the result follows in this case.
Clearly, Lemma 4.3 implies that the offsets of all parts of a job are the same within each node that contains them. Since the length of all nodes is equalized in the final schedule by Step 3(b), all we need to complete the proof of perfect periodicity is to argue about the set of nodes that contain the parts of a job. 
4.2.
Algorithm s&b. Algorithm bal requires sufficient free bandwidth, which can be provided by scaling all periods appropriately. This is the only new idea in Algorithm s&b, whose pseudocode is presented in Figure 5 . The only requirement left for s&b is that the periods be powers of 2 times a common factor. As with Algorithm bal, Algorithm s&b takes a parameter t * . Note that in Algorithm s&b, t * is not bounded from below by B as in Algorithm bal.
PROOF. Denote f = β + Rt/t * , and R * = Rt/t * . Then f = β + R * , the bandwidth of the instance passed to bal is β def = β/(β + R * ), and the extent of that instance is
. Therefore, the free bandwidth of the instance submitted to bal is The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 4.1, with the additional observation that we can always round the schedule lengths down, since all job lengths are integral. Using Algorithm bal s in Algorithm s&b yields a slotted version of Algorithm s&b (referred to as Algorithm s&b s ), for which we have the following result: 
The proof is identical to that of Theorem 4.5, with Theorem 4.1 being replaced by Theorem 4.6.
Separable Schedules.
In this section we develop an additional technique we can apply to the schedules generated by Algorithm s&b. Informally, the idea is to take a few such schedules, cut them into pieces called bins, and interleave these bins in a roundrobin fashion. The period of a job will be multiplied by a factor inversely proportional to the size of the bins. It is convenient to define an abstract concept we call Separable Schedules. In this section we first define separable schedules, show that the schedules generated by s&b are separable, and then specify and analyze the operations split and splice that can be applied to separable schedules. We use these operations in Section 6 as subroutines. PROOF. Consider the schedule generated by s&b. Each leaf corresponds to a bin. The bin size is therefore f · t * = (β + Rt/t * ) · t * = βt * + B. Property 1 of Definition 5.1 follows from Step 2 of Algorithm bal. By construction, at most one job part of any job is distributed to each node of the tree and therefore to each leaf. Property 2 follows from Lemma 4.2. Since we can add non-negative idle time in Step 3(b), then any job that starts in some leaf ends in that leaf. Property 3 follows from Lemma 4.3. Property 4 follows from the fact that the granted periods of all jobs are a multiple of the bin size.
Algorithm split.
We now present Algorithm split, whose pseudocode is given in Figure 6 . Algorithm split takes a separable schedule and splits each of its bins into p bins, where p is an input parameter. The split is done bin by bin, as the example in Figure 7 shows. The result is another separable schedule, as stated in the following lemma.
Algorithm split
Input: Separable schedule S with bin size w, integer p > 0, parameter B * ≥ B. Output: Schedule S . Code:
Repeat for each bin z of S:
(a) Let current ← 0. (b) Do p times:
• Create a new bin z of S . Add to S , in order, all jobs whose start time in z is between current and current + w/ p. • Let current be the finish time in z of thelast job added to z .
• Add idle time units to z as needed to make its total length exactly w/ p + B * time units. 
PROOF. First we show that S is separable. Since S is separable, no job can appear in a bin of S more than once, and Property 1 of Definition 5.1 is satisfied. By the code of Algorithm split, each job finishes in the same bin it started in, and Property 2 is satisfied. Now, consider a job j i in a bin z of S when z is split into bins of S . Note that if j i is assigned to the kth bin of S , it will be assigned to the kth bin of S in all bins of S in which it appears, because the jobs preceding j i in the bins of S are the same by Property 3 of S, and because the association of jobs with bins of S is performed by order of start times. Furthermore, this also means that Property 3 holds for S . Combined with Property 4 of S, this claim also proves Property 4 for S : since job j i always appears in the kth bin part of its bin in S, and the bins of S it appears in are periodic, then the bins of S where j i appears are also periodic. Next, we analyze the periods of jobs in S . First, note that the period of each job in a separable schedule is a multiple of the bin length. So consider a job whose period in S is τ 
so the approximation factor may only improve. The lemma below shows that perfect periodicity is also maintained. 1. Output the round-robin schedule of bins: the first bin in S 1 , followed by the first bin in S 2 , and so on, until the first bin in S k , and then the second bin in S 1 , etc. Figure 8 ) merges k separable schedules into a single, perfectly periodic (but not necessarily separable) schedule. Since the input is presented as a set of separable schedules, the action of Algorithm splice is just to produce the bins of these schedules in a roundrobin fashion. For perfect periodicity to be maintained, it is important that the merged schedules have disjoint job sets. The periods of jobs are multiplied by a factor inversely proportional to the size of their original bins. 6. An Algorithm for General Instances. In this section we present our general algorithm for the worst-case ratio measure. We first present the single server case in Section 6.2, and then explain how to generalize it to multiple servers in Section 6.2. Our bounds are expressed in terms of the requested bandwidth β and the extent R in the instance, and in terms of several parameters which we fix later.
Algorithm splice. Algorithm splice (whose trivial pseudocode is presented in

Algorithm perfPeriodic
Input:
1. Round the requested periods up to the next powers of 2 1/k . Formally, let
Apply Algorithm s&b to each class G using parameter t . Let S denote the resulting schedule for class G . 5. Apply Algorithm split to each schedule S , using parameters p = L · 2 /k , B * = B. 6. Apply Algorithm splice to the k schedules produced in Step 5, and output the resulting schedule. 
Algorithm for the Single Server Model.
Algorithm perfPeriodic, whose pseudocode is presented in Figure 9 , is stated using parameters k and L. The exact value of these parameters is determined later. Roughly speaking, the algorithm works as follows: First, the requested periods are rounded to the next power of 2 1/k , thereby partitioning the jobs into k classes, where the periods differ in each class only by a factor which is a power of 2. For each class, we apply Algorithm s&b with a parameter which is essentially the smallest period in all classes (which is why that parameter was needed in the first place). The parameter needs to be adjusted by the appropriate multiple of 2 1/k . Then each of the k schedules produced by Algorithm s&b is submitted to Algorithm split, which splits each of its bins into roughly L bins (again, adjusted by the appropriate multiple of 2 1/k ). Finally, all the small bins are merged back together using Algorithm splice.
Combining all the bounds and performing some algebraic manipulations, we arrive at our nearly final result. The following result not only bounds the approximation factor but in fact also bounds all individual ratios from above and below. Recall that the individual ratio for job j i in a schedule S is defined by ρ i
be an instance of periodic scheduling with total requested bandwidth β J and extent R J . Let S be the schedule produced by Algorithm perfPeriodic for J with parameters k, L. Then for all j i ∈ J ,
PROOF. First, we observe that the algorithm is well-defined in the sense that Algorithm s&b is applicable in Step 4. This is true since the periods of all jobs in the same G class are powers of 2 multiplied by a common factor of 2 /k . In addition, the minimal period of jobs in G is the minimal period in G * times 2 e+( − * )/k for some integer e ≥ 0, and hence t is a power of 1 2 times the minimal period in G . We now analyze the approximation factor step by step. In each step we give both upper and lower bounds on the individual ratios. We start with Step 1. This is an easy case, since for all jobs we clearly have
Analyzing the following steps requires us to introduce additional notation for the intermediate quantities. Consider a class G .
• β denotes the total bandwidth of jobs in class G . Recall that G is a set of rounded jobs and therefore
Note that r is an upper bound on the extent of the jobs in G . Note also that the same global value B is used for all .
By Theorem 4.7, Step 4 increases the periods of jobs in G by a factor of f . By Lemma 5.2, the bin size in S is t β + B. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, the periods are increased in
Step 5 by a factor of
where the last equality follows from the fact that r = 2 − /k r 0 by definition. Using the same expression, we also obtain a lower bound on the change in periods:
Consider now Step 6. Lemma 5.5 tells us how to bound the approximation factor when we are given the proportion of a bin size to the sum of all other bin sizes. Therefore, to get an upper bound on the approximation factor, we need both a lower bound on the individual bin size, and an upper bound on the total size of all bins. Let w denote the bin size in schedule S produced by Step 5. On the one hand, since
and hence the sum of the bin sizes W is at most
Therefore the sum of the bin sizes W is at least
where the third inequality follows from the fact that since (11) and (12), Lemma 5.5 says that Step 6 increases the periods by at most
Similarly, using (13) and (10), we obtain a lower bound on the change of periods in this step:
To get an upper bound on the overall approximation factor of Algorithm perfPeriodic, we multiply the factors in (7), (8), and (14) and another factor of f due to Step 4, and conclude that for all j i ∈ G , the following inequality holds:
The last inequality follows from the fact that 2 1/k ≤ 1 + 1/k for k ≥ 1, and from the fact that r 0 < 2R J since t > t J /2 for all .
Similarly, using (7), (9), and (15), we get the promised lower bound on the individual ratio:
since x/(x + 1) ≥ 1 − 1/x for all x > 0 (we use this fact for x := k and x := L), and since 2 1/k r 0 ≥ R J by the fact that t 0 ≤ 2 1/k t J .
We note that the lower bound on the approximation factor is weaker when the total requested bandwidth β J is small. This is because the algorithm tries to fill the schedule as if β = 1; i.e., to leave no time slot unused. If reducing granted periods too much is undesirable (say, because it increases power consumption), we can augment the original instance with dummy "place-holder" jobs with a requested period T and job length 1. After computing an approximation schedule, these dummy jobs will be replaced by idle intervals in the actual schedule. Another alternative is to multiply all granted start times by some constant factor and thus increase the approximation factor.
The following corollary shows the result of Theorem 6.1 in more concrete terms. 
PROOF. First we argue that we indeed get a slotted schedule: In Step 6 of the algorithm we merge schedules of integral bin size. Therefore all bins of S 0 , . . . , S k−1 start at integral time slots. Since all job lengths are integral and the jobs of a bin are scheduled back-to-back, all jobs start at integral time slots. Therefore S is a slotted schedule.
Next we show periodicity and approximation. Note that up to Hence the approximation factor of the slotted version is no larger than the approximation ratio of the unslotted version. The result now follows from Theorem 6.1.
The Multiple Servers
Case. Using the tools we already have, it is almost straightforward to generalize Algorithm perfPeriodic above to the case of m servers. Specifically, we do it as follows. In Step 5 we split each schedule S using parameter p = m L2 /k so that the number of bins for each class is now a multiple of m. Next, we take each "block" of m consecutive bins and distribute it over the m servers. This is possible since all m bins were split from the same bin and therefore share no common jobs.
We formalize the new Step 5 using a generalization of Algorithm split. The new algorithm, Algorithm gensplit, takes arguments m, p, B * such that m divides p and B * ≥ B, and an input separable schedule S and creates m separable schedules S 0 , . . . , S m−1 . The algorithm is presented in Figure 10 .
The following lemma summarizes the properties of Algorithm gensplit. PROOF. Let S denote the schedule generated in Step 1 of the algorithm. By Lemma 5.3, S is a separable schedule with bin size w/ p + B * and τ
. Therefore the offset of each job j i within a bin is constant. In order to prove the claim, all we need to show is that if j i appears in bins numbered y and z in S , then m|(z − y). This follows from Step 1(b) of Algorithm split. Assume bin z has originated from bin z * of S and bin y originated from bin y * of S. Clearly, z * = y * since j i cannot appear in a bin of S more than once. Since j i appears only once in any bin of S, and since Step 1(b) of Algorithm split assigns a bin to j i based only on its predecessors (which are identical in z * and y * ), it follows that for some u < p we have z = p · z * + u and y = p · y * + u. Therefore z − y = p(z * − y * ) and m|(z − y) since m| p. For every consecutive m equal sized bins in S , there is only one such bin in S . Therefore, the periods in S are smaller than the periods in S by a factor of m.
The generalized algorithm, which we call Algorithm genperfPeriodic, is identical to Algorithm perfPeriodic, except for the following modifications:
• In Step 5 apply Algorithm gensplit to each class G with parameters m, p = m L2 /k and B * = B, thus obtaining m schedules for each class. Let S i denote the ith schedule of class G .
• In Step 6 apply Algorithm splice m times, where the ith application merges all schedules S i , ranging over all . This produces m schedules, one for each server.
Note that Algorithm genperfPeriodic with m = 1 reduces to Algorithm perfPeriodic. The approximation factor analysis is very similar to the one shown in Theorem 6.1; we have highlighted only the differences below.
be an instance with total requested bandwidth β J and extent R J . Let S be the schedule for m servers produced by Algorithm genperfPeriodic for J with parameters k and L. Then for all j i ∈ J ,
PROOF. The feasibility argument is identical to the one of Theorem 6.1 above while using Lemma 6.4 instead of Lemma 5.3. We now consider the approximation factor.
Step 1 contributes a factor of at most 2 To conclude, we multiply together all factors affecting the periods, and find that for all j i ∈ G
and that 
Conclusions and Open Problems.
In this paper we have studied the quality of perfect schedules in general, where jobs may have different lengths and the schedule is required to accommodate multiple servers. The quality of a schedule was evaluated using the worst-case blowup in requested periods, as opposed to the average blowup traditionally used. We have made significant progress in providing provably good algorithms, but we leave many questions open, including:
1. Improved approximation. We would like to achieve better approximation factors than shown above. It might be possible to compare the results of an algorithm with the optimal schedule of the given instance instead of giving an approximation ratio relative to the bandwidth. 2. Dynamic model. Our algorithms implicitly assume a static model, i.e., the set of input jobs does not change after the schedule is constructed. It is natural to consider a dynamic model, where jobs can be added or taken off dynamically. 3. Dispatching. Assume we have a perfectly periodic schedule for some given input instance. If we want to use this schedule for broadcasting purposes, our broadcast server must store some representation of the schedule and decide at each time slot which job needs to be broadcasted next. The problem of rapidly computing the next job to dispatch while minimizing the representation of the schedule on the server is known as the dispatching problem. A dispatching scheme for perfectly periodic schedules represented in special "tree schedules" is presented in [12] . We would like to construct good dispatching schemes for the schedules produced by the algorithms presented above.
We note that the s&b algorithm presented in this paper was recently extended to an algorithm that trades period approximation with smoothness [11] .
